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1 of 1 review helpful Don t miss out on this book because you already grow and eat kale chard spinach By Jeanne M 
Wallace PhD CNC After purchasing this book it sat forgotten on my nightstand for nearly a year as I read several 
other items on my list Every time I picked it up I thought not now I already know about eating and growing my greens 
As a nutritionist and permaculturist I m already eating a wide arra Our industrialized food system is failing us and as 
individuals we must take more responsibility for our own health and food security Leaf crops produce more nutrients 
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per square foot of growing space and per day of growing season than any other crops and are especially high in 
vitamins and minerals commonly lacking in the North American diet As hardy as they are versatile these beautiful 
leafy vegetables range from the familiar to the exotic Some part of th With wit and reason Kennedy makes a 
compelling case based on sound nutritional and sustainability grounds to start producing and eating more greens 
Delicious leafy green vegetables grown at home can effectively fill voids left by the industrial foo 
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more on the shell bg executive merry go round it was announced may17 that chris oshea chief financial officer smiths 
group was stepping down with  textbooks the 3638323 to 1605548 a 1450464 of 1443430 and 1443154 in 1270287 
for 640884 on 508384 that 503295 is 492114 said 487809 was 434749 with 423779 at 408185 handcraft more than 
ever is a strong direction for the future since the two past decades we have seen an increasing interest in handmade; 
first to rediscover nearly 
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